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... the fruit cocktail that makes it

fun to watch your weight!
Who ever heard of cutting calories with desserts this shamefully rich? You have.

once you’ve heard about Diet Delight!
For thanks to Sucaryl,® the modern, make-believe sweetener, Diet Delight fruit

cocktail has 175 fewer calories per can than the ordinary kind.* Yet it’s got the
same five sunny fruits ... the same syrupy sweetness, too! The only thing missing
is those fattening calories—and who’llever miss them?

Not you. Not once you’ve discovered Diet Delight!
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Col yourself a wedge and cut some calories, too! Make
lemon pie filling with packaged mix, but instead of water, use
syrupy liquid from Diet Delight fruit cocktail, adding water
to make up the difference. Fold well-drained fruit into filling;
pour into baked pie shell. Meringue goes on top.

Lookfor a wide and wonderful selection of Diet Delight fruits,
vegetables, juices and salad dressings in your grocer’s
low-calorie section. And for free weight-watching recipes
and menus, just write to Box 1030 D. San Jose. California.
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Albie Pearson is dwarfed by teammates Norm Zauchin and Jim Lemon—but who
wouldn't be, since they're 6-5 and 6-4, respectively? Albie is only 5-4%, weighs 138.

Little Man With A Big Faith
By BURTON HAWKINS

Star Staff Writer

ALBIE PEARSON met his wife in church. Senators’ outfielder was 15. The Immediate
Something prompted him to pull her response was a scornful, "Immature child,”

long hair as it? dangled temptingly before delivered with a withering glare, but they
him. That was eight years ago, when the started going together that Sunday.
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